Emily: I believe we are recording. So, hello my
name is Emily Durgin E-m-i-l-y D-u-r-g-i-n, and
I’m with Antoinette Pezet.
Antoinette: Yes.
Emily: Can you spell your name please.
Antoinette: Antoinette A-n-t-o-i-n-e-t-t-e P-e-z-e-t
Emily: Excellent. We are here at the Glickman
library at USM Portland campus on the second floor
in group study two on November 16, it’s a
Thursday, of 2017. So, we’ve been chatting a little
bit already, but I want to start from maybe the
beginning and talk about early life, your
relationship with your parents, very early on, and go
from there.
Antoinette: Well my father and mother were very
unusual parents. I was a lucky GLBT person
growing up because my parents only wanted one
child and I was it. I sort of broke the mold. And
they brought me up no stern discipline except for
my mother once in a while. My father was Latin so
he sort of took a back seat with raising children.
Which was okay but I sort of missed interactions
with my dad. Dad was a wonderful man no question
about it, but he was not the typical today father who
could be just as doting over their children as
mothers can which is a good thing because it gives
special strength to children to have a father that’s
really involved with them, emotionally speaking.
He was a writer, a huge liberal, who was born into a
military family. His father was a British naval
officer for many years before he became a diplomat.
So his first encounter with the United States was as
a student. He was in a military school here for about
a year or so, and then he went into Harvard…well
no, MIT first studying the naval architecture and
then he decided he wanted to be a writer. So he
transferred to Harvard to join in a program with

Harvard that was the first program in college’s
teaching playwriting. So he had twelve other
students in this very unique program with Professor
Baker, so he was very lucky. He got a play on
Broadway at twenty one years old, had already
written his first novel at nineteen-published, so you
know it’s just amazing I feel like a Neanderthal
with my education and my professional background
compared to my father, I’ll tell ya. But you know
we do things in our own time.
Emily: Was your mother a stay at home mom?
Antoinette: My mom was not a typical mother. She
was an artist, a fine artist, who met my dad when
she was a student in New York City. She was a
waitress, and put her finger in his soup cup to put it
on the table and he said that was the moment he fell
in love with her (laughing.).
Emily: Wow (laughing), interesting.
Antoinette: Yeah, well he was married at the time in
the process of a divorce from a woman that didn’t
want children and he came from a family that had
boys for the last five generations. He wanted a son.
So…I don’t know what they would have done if I
had been born in the right body and come out a girl.
So…I would have been an unusual girl, too. It is
interesting, gender is interesting, my sons kids,
Violet has two sisters, they were brought up without
a father at seven, so theirs is sort of a female family.
Grandma’s very strong, she was more brought up
on a farm with her two sisters, and then the sisters
are all having boys now so it’s like one generation’s
female and one generation is male. Interesting how
nature balances out. But my mom was the daughter
of a doctor in the little town that she came from, and
he had been a Methodist minister. He was my first
hero in life at seven or eight years old. He was
dying at the time. I stood at his death bed and just
let him talk, you know what I mean. I was attentive

which was unusual for a young boy. But I felt
drawn to him, so I liked to listen to him.
Emily: So he passed when you were…
Antoinette: He passed when I was still a little guy
around seven or eight. So, I went up with my mom
to take care of her father with her mom. So…
Emily: So do you find you spent more time with
your mom?
Antoinette: Um, yeah I definitely, um, I emotionally
identified with my mom, being that my father was
kind of a distant male emotionally speaking. That
doesn’t mean he was an unemotional person, he just
considered children as typical Latin’s back then did.
The woman’s purview was raising children.
Emily: Hmm, so very gender roles…
Antoinette: Very specific gender roles. And that
was in the… I’m a child of the nuclear age, born in
’37 so I lived through the development of the atom
bomb. I was terrified of them. So…still I am
(laughter).
Emily: Coming from a military family did you guys
talk a lot about that?
Antoinette: Not really. I mean in the historical
perspective my dad was, um, his family had
originally left Peru around the time of our civil war
and moved to London. So my grandfather was
British born in London. But he became a diplomat
around the time he had my… father was born, and
they were traveling as a diplomat. They were in
Panama so my father was actually born in Latin
America, born in Panama, but it never showed on
his records and everything because they were Peru,
they identified as Peruvian. So my grandfather had
multiple nationality ties, so, which was a good
thing. Actually he had a property in Panama, owned

a newspaper there in Panama, Panama City, and
traveled all over the world as a British naval
officer…and went into the diplomatic core, so he
was a career diplomat from Latin America to the
United States for a number of years. And I’ve read
all kinds of literature that I’ve gotten from the
Portland Public Library, into commerce, much into
commerce. So typical British attitude of an
imperialist. I mean they were our fore runners,
being imperialists; it wasn’t until 1995 when we
replaced them on the high seas with our white fleet.
So we became the hegemonic inheritors of a great
burden. To become an empire builder is a…most
people growing up don’t think of the United States
as an empire builder but we are.
Emily: Oh yeah absolutely. So when he came
from…so was it, yeah, was it your grandfather or
your father who finally came to America?
Antoinette: Well the ancestor that came was a
general and had been elected to the presidency in
Peru for two years. He stepped down to avoid war.
He actually had a correspondence with Abraham
Lincoln so there is a letter somewhere advising him
not to go to war, not to put his country into war with
Chili. Which was what the war was about, two
stupid little islands called the chinchilla Islands,
because Peru didn’t have a navy and he was a
military man so he realized it was not a good, it was
not a fair fight. The United States was building
ships for Peru at the time, but, that time they didn’t
have anything, so…he loved England so he decided
to move the family to England. I actually found out
about that on google. I had googled Pezet, Lema,
London connection and I came up with this whole
file. My father had never told me that, so I learned
about the family few years later on my own.
Emily: Very resourceful.

Antoinette: Well you know if you have a computer
these days you can get an education; learn about
things you couldn’t do years ago.
Emily: So where were you born?
Antoinette: I was born in Brooklyn New York in
Kings County Hospital in 1937. My parents didn’t
live in Brooklyn, they lived in Manhattan. So they
got me out of the hospital, my dad had loaned the
money he was going to pay the hospital bill for, so
they had to make a deal with the hospital to let us
go- my mom and me, right. Which he did, he was a
bargainer and very good at negotiating coming from
a diplomatic family. So he said well it was an
emergency. One of his cousins had needed money
and…so obviously they paid the hospital back
(laughter), I’m here.
Emily: Can you tell me what it was like growing up
in New York?
Antoinette: Well, um, I spent a lot of years, early
years, probably on a street called Bank Street. And
then we moved. We had one land lady for two
different houses. I went to early grade school on
Greenwich Avenue not too far from Greenwich
Village. And I can remember the schooling. I really
remember was my sort of seventh/ eighth grades
when I went to public school on Hudson Street. I
grew up with tough kids. Actually I realized later
that I grew up in the same neighborhood that Robert
De Nero grew up in.
Emily: (laughter) Neat.
Antoinette: Yeah I met Robert when I was involved
with the New York film industry for a while. He
was running around with a camera. My first wife
and I were studying for film, to be actors, and he
just grabbed us out on 42 Street area and filmed us
walking around Manhattan interacting.
So…anyways long story short but Robert and I who

are about the same age, I am a little bit older than
him so he was in schools I was in, but I was in them
first and then he came along.
Emily: Excellent. So what was it like growing up in
New York, kind of like that tough town you were
saying, and coming to the realization that you were
bisexual at a very early age?
Antoinette: Well my coming out as a bisexual was
probably...the first person I came out to was my
mom, and my mom was very liberal as my dad was.
Their attitude about me as a fourteen year old when
I came out was well if Tony likes this man, right, he
was thirty five, and he was a merchant marine. He
used to come into Portland…not Portland, New
York, and rent a car and we used to go off for two
weeks during, it was his furlough, you know. And
he worked for the not BP but the equivalent, the
American equivalent, I can’t remember the ships
that he, the line that he worked for, but he was
stationed out of Baltimore. And we would go off
sightseeing and so forth. We didn’t have a really
sexual relationship, it was more platonic
relationship. We always slept in the same bed
together. I knew I was bisexual because both men
and women could get me to blush when I was
young and innocent. So I said to myself well, you
know, I got the best of both worlds.
Emily: Yeah.
Antoinette: And I actually didn’t have a relationship
with a woman until I was about seventeen. So I met
a young woman that me and my best friend sort of
shared her.
Emily: Interesting.
Antoinette: We had a threesome even though I
never had anything to do with Larry; we both
shared the same girlfriend. We were like the three
musketeers together we would die for each other.

That was a really close relationship. And later, she
ended up…she was sexually abused in her family.
She ended up having children by probably six or
seven different men. Which is sort of…which is sort
of revolutionary. I don’t think I’ve ever seen
anybody that that collected different children from
different men. And I was perfectly fine with them; I
mean they all grew up brothers and sisters. I suspect
one of them was a girl that I’d given her. So I might
have a daughter around in her fifties or
sixties…fifties probably.
Emily: Do you keep in contact with her at all?
Antoinette: No I haven’t kept in contact with her
since my years in the service, and that’s where I
married my first wife which was Helga…German,
German lady.
Emily: Did you meet her in the service or before?
Antoinette: I met her before when we were
studying acting together. She was my girlfriend
when we did the De Nero stint on New York City
streets. I never thought about how scary New York
City was during those years. I was brouth up in a
tough neighborhood so I learned how to street fight.
And I was a pretty boy growing up so you know
you always get challenged. Especially if they knew
you were rough and tumble. I mean men bond by
fighting with each other. That’s just a common
thing. You can see them in families and so forth,
brothers wrestling with each other and so forth. It’s
a bonding thing. So I learned how to take care of
myself through street fight and make my friends so
you all had your own little group that you hung out
with. You know your warriors sort of like a preclub, pre-gang kind of thing. So…
Emily: You had mentioned earlier to me before we
started recording that you played just as rough with
your guy friends as you did your girlfriends…

Antoinette: Oh absolutely.
Emily: Can you elaborate on that type of
relationship?
Antoinette: In Greenwich New York where my
grandparents on my mother’s side lived where she
was up there taking care of her father, there was a
neighbor next door with two brothers, Charlie and
Kendal, and I made a real bond with Charlie. Who
was the younger brother around my age. We played
cowboys and Indians, cops and robbers, and you
know really mixed it up that way. We were typical
kids you know, we just totally used out imagination
to play. The family had a gun collection, and we
had a real 22 caliber gun which when a local sheriff
found out about it filled the barrel with lead to make
sure we weren’t going to find the ammunition and
go looking for it…
Emily: Oh my goodness.
Antoinette: Which we didn’t have any desire to do.
It was just a toy. So we played with that 22 caliber.
In our play I always identified with… if it was
cowboys and Indians I identified with the Indians
and my friend, Charlie identified with the cowboy.
And if it was cops and robbers I was the robber. So
I always identified with the underdogs, people that
society sees as struggling and underdogs which is
part of my personality you know. I identified
growing up as working class rather than middle
class even though I have a middle class education.
But it was kind of passed on to me by my parents
who were poor a lot of the time struggling
poor…we didn’t have a lot of money even though
my dad had an amazing career in the 40s and so
forth. He worked as a movie director even with one
blind eye. I could see him typing on an old corona
type writer with two fingers, never made a mistake.
I’ll tell ya with ten fingers and I make all kinds of
mistakes. So…he was an amazing, amazing man as

my mom was an amazing woman. She hated house
work. She was an artist and she helped my dad with
his writing and his research and things like that.
Very loyal mom. I mean I took care of her in her
nineties because I felt obliged not to put her in a
home. So she stayed with me. She had probably
thirty years of cancer…
Emily: Wow.
Antoinette: Never a day in the hospital. So I made
sure her nutrition was the best that I could provide.
And she and I, and first Jessica, lived in a place
over here called Cumberland Avenue. We took an
apartment in the…just shortly after I graduated
from USM. And at that time I was involved with the
church, a gay church, and sort of my getting an
education of the transgender community was an
outreach to the church. So I wrote some letters. I
was actually going to a bisexual meeting at USM
here for about six months. And actually the man
that led that meeting is still around. Apparently he’s
a paraplegic, he has no legs, he walks…you know
it’s amazing how he gets around. But anyways he
led that meeting. And finally Jean Vermette of
Transupport Maine whom I had written to showed
up and she um…I was working overnight because I
was working nights at the YW, she showed up one
day while I was sleeping ‘till two in the afternoon.
She showed up about 1:30, and I told my son who
opened the door for her I said well just have
her…say I’m just waking up. So within a half hour I
came out…I had been dressing for a number of
years because it was something I felt comfortable
with even when I lived in New York once in a
while. I had some female clothing, a dress, and go
walking down the street. I identified as a female, so
being a female inside was no big deal, it was just
who I was. And growing up I sort of felt like I was
in a movie, I was playing a male role and I got very

good at it. So I was a very successful male in my
marriages and in the business world and everything.
Emily: How long did you feel like you were playing
that role?
Antoinette: Oh probably since I was a child.
Emily: Wow.
Antoinette: In fact as a child I used to hold
theatrical as little kids we used to get adult clothing
a role play and you know the little plays…I find
that’s fairly common with children to learn about
adult life through imitating adults. So that’s a big
deal. So I basically grew up naturally as a GLBT
bisexual person. Never felt any shame or guilt or
anything was wrong. And my take on bisexuality is
it’s the most misunderstood part of human society
and I think that there is a lot of bisexuality
especially among woman. I have a girlfriend right
now that has a relationship with an older woman.
And she and I have never had a sexual relationship
together but we’re very good friends. We’re both
only children. And I’ve traveled together and slept
in the same bed and everything. So, but we’re like
brother and sister. Sexuality and actual intimacy I
don’t think have to necessarily develop between
people, even if, even if there’s a possibility there. If
people respect each other they just don’t want to
have that part of their relationship. I think it’s a
good thing for males and females to have intimate
contact with the other gender that’s not necessarily
sexual. So, well that’s my take. Maybe I’m old
fashioned.
Emily: Did you always have that idea in your mind?
Antoinette: Um, I sort of found that idea tested
during my life and I had, one girlfriend I had after I
left Emily, um, was an older woman who had a very
tragic separation from her five children and
everything. She had a physical illness, lived in

Portland here. In fact I did a paper on her when I
was in sociology of how she was wronged by the
social work community and her ex-husband who
was a three term veteran from Vietnam. And he just
left her one day, and ran off with the social worker.
Left her twenty bucks on the table and she had the
kids there. Kids got all taken away from her. So I
wrote this amazing paper, one of the high points of
my sociology on family and the courts and how
women are really at risk as mothers through the
court system and the system that tries to help them
with social workers. Anyways, that’s a real
divergent thing here but you know…I’m a deep
thinker. Basically I like to, um… my papers in
school were always amazing because they mixed
five or six different things. When I was doing a
sociology paper I would have history in it, I would
have anthropology in it, and, you know, it was like
writing a book really.
Emily: Do you think you get that from your father?
Antoinette: Probably, yeah. He was what you… he
described himself as a generalist. Not a, not a… he
said we had too many specialists in the world. And
the problem with society is that we think
economically in the moment; we don’t think about
the longer range of society which really is our main
problem. We have a president right now that
doesn’t want to cooperate with the world on the
environment and it’s very harmful.
Emily: So even though your dad seemed to be a
more distant male as you described him, uh, you
mimic him in a lot of ways. Even…
Antoinette: Well I think he was an intellectual giant.
He really, he really knew what was going on. Could
see…He taught me a lot of family history and so
forth, but to illiterate it. So I have a lot of his stories
that made me who I am. And I identify with those
stories of his father and his political career, and

ancestors and what they did like the President of
Peru had the moral gumption to back out of a
presidency when he thought it was not for the health
of the country. He removed himself and moved his
family to London. And that takes moral courage.
Emily: Do you think your father and his history
inspired you to join the military?
Antoinette: Well I think at seventeen years old,
seventeen years old I had gone through a sickness at
sixteen. I had infectious hepatitis A and was very
sick for a year, almost lost a kidney and it made me
think. I got internal about my own life. So I built
myself back up for two years. I joined the New
York athletic club at one point and I really got
strong. I was…if I had picked the marines I would
have been a gung-ho marine no question about it.
Because I was very physical as I am today. I still
use the Y to swim every day and I’m eighty years
old. I bike; just bought a new bicycle. So I treat my
body as a major investment and when you’re in the
military, and young and so forth, what they put you
through…I met Navy seals that were absolutely
amazing. The endurance they could, you know,
exert…so I’m pro-military in the sense that I think
the military is good for young people. But It’s just
the goals of the leaders of the world is bad. I mean
we have disasters all the time. So I have a young
friend at the Y now who’s going to go into the
army. But he has a different perspective on things
you know. He somewhat shares some of my liberal
views, ya know, about the present administration.
And everybody knows the army has the core of
engineers which does a lot of good things. So there
are good and bad things that come out of the
military…the use of military force…
Emily: Did you ever come into a situation in the
military when you didn’t feel comfortable due to
maybe your sexuality or anything, or what you were
doing?

Antoinette: No not really. My…well the closest
thing that I’ve been… I’ve been shaving my body
for years I don’t have a lot of, um, a lot of chest hair
or anything like that on my body. So I would shave
my body and the only time that I was questioned
was, you know, about that when I was in basic
training. And so I said, well Greek athletes,
wrestlers, shave their body hair. So I was quick to
come up for a defense that was acceptable. And I’ve
been that way in my life. I’ve had a few men that
read me, you know acquaintances and so forth,
because I do come out with something that is very
typically female once in a while in my orientation
and so forth. And I’m not ashamed to do that even
when I was living stealth as a male. Sometimes they
called me on it and it never made me uncomfortable
when they called me on it. So…which indicates that
I was okay with me. So…and the fact that I’ve
always been okay with my bisexuality. I’ve realized
society has that… I made a statement I was on the
Jerry Springer show at one time and I made a
statement on the jerry springer show that men have
a little bit of female in them and female have a little
bit of male in them. And if we didn’t have that to
share we couldn’t communicate. In other words we
couldn’t understand each other at all. And I’ve
traveled with couples, men and women, and saw
how they fight together, and had to sit them down
and say well look I see your point of view as a
male, and I see your point of view as a female, and
now what you have to do is see each other’s point
of view. And neither one is right and neither one is
wrong. It’s just a different point of view. So…and I
think being transgendered has allowed me to see the
best of both worlds. To see where woman are strong
and where men are strong.
Emily: So having this feeling of knowing that you
were a woman in a man’s body, like you said from
early childhood, did it help you identify with your
wives better?

Antoinette: Yeah I think so. I think both my wives
never really realized that they had a sister first and
foremost. So, that was sort of something that got
washed under the carpet. But both of them had lost
fathers about the same time, about the time they
were seven and it’s strange that my son had married
a women who lost her father at around seven years
old. Go figure generations, right. And he’s a very
successful heterosexual male. He’s very gentle and
really wonderful parent with his little ones, very
patient and so forth. Probably more patient than I
was with my little ones.
Emily: So you did not have children with your first
wife, Helga, correct?
Antoinette: No, no. we pretty much were interested
in our careers and acting and being good friends.
We did have sex, so you know, but we were carful
not to get her pregnant.
Emily: How long where you two married?
Antoinette: Oh, probably, let me see now,
okay…we married when I was in the service around
20, 21, and we didn’t divorce right away. She was
having emotional problems. Part of my being in the
service helped her with an apartment in New York
City and I used to go down to New York City and
visit her. She didn’t get serious about separating I
think for about three years…so. Towards the tail
end when I was about ready to leave the service we
began to talk about you know separating so she
could deal with her emotional problems. We went
to the same physiatrist for a while because I had
depression and anger, and it was subliminal it was
something I didn’t know why I was depressed and
why I was angry. But years later I figured
out…anyway I had anger management with the
psychiatrist and they gave you real psychiatry in
those days it wasn’t pills and emotional mood
changers. It was real nuts and bolts psychiatry.

So…but I did have a problem with anger in my
twenties so…
Emily: Did you ever get to the bottom of that anger?
Antoinette: Only, only that it has something to do
with my identity with my mother. So that was a
flexure. And if I had had a doctor that knew
something about gender, he might have realized but
in those days, those are the days you know Christine
Jorgensen, you know transgender wasn’t talked
about the way it is today. In fact when I got
interviewed by jean Vermette she looked at me you
know because I woke up and I dressed in a
completely, with makeup and everything and came
out and so it was an everyday thing for me and she
said oh my god are you a transsexual and I looked
at her face and said what in the hell is a transsexual.
So I didn’t have a clue.
Emily: So when jean used that language
transsexual…
Antoinette: Right.
Emily: How important was that to you to kind of
open that door?
Antoinette: Well it stunned me and I was a person
that was rarely stunned by somebody’s remark. It
stopped me in my tracks and I said well, this
explains a lot of things you know. Inside I didn’t
say it out loud but it explained a lot of things. So I
joined their meetings and within six months I was
leading the group. So obviously from an internal
level I had done a lot of homework to accept
myself. The biggest thing with a transgendered
person or a gay person is to except yourself
regardless of what your family or society around
you, you can still be a strong person. It does help to
have parents that are accepting that’s the first spring
board…or maybe a brother or sister. I have a good
friend who’s transgendered who grew up in an Irish

catholic family and he was terrified of coming out
with his family which was all in her head you know
because they were really ultimately accepting. They
had a gay sister in the group there were a lot of
children, and a gay brother. So, it wasn’t unusual
when he came along and said well I’m female in a
males body.
Emily: So a statement you’ve made is that you live
comfortable identifying as a man who lives as a
woman…
Antoinette: Right.
Emily: Um, could you try to dissect that sentence
for me, um like what does it… Are you not
completely detached from being a man whatever a
man is to you?
Antoinette: Well I think it goes to say that I am
comfortable with a male body. I didn’t conceive
upon going all the way unless I had a lover who
wanted me to have reassignment surgery that would
make sense to please that person that I would go
forward with reassignment. There are cases; I had a
person come to me who’s a doctor in his seventies
who was going through reassignment surgery. Now
at 80 is sort of a moot question I would have to
totally be swept off my feet by a guy, and I never
had quite that relationship. My attitude towards
males is males are a work in progress. And females
are incredible to put up with what they put up with
from the male population. So in that gets me
through... And I’m even open with males about that
I say well were both males, and you’re a work in
progress. Males really have to work at accepting
women and not abusing them and allowing them to
be socially, have some social freedoms. The worst
thing I see is the violent abuse in, in, with males
who treat females as property. And they can’t go off
they, can’t have their own life, they can’t do
anything and that’s an emotional thing usually set in

childhood by the relationship of their mothers with
their fathers. So…
Emily: How has it been you living initially as a man
and now as a woman? Do you see or experience
personally, um, society’s kind of…
Antoinette: Well when I adjusted on jobs and in
churches because I was involved with 2 churches
when I, when I made my decision to live as a
woman, and I was involved with the YWCA as a
night staffer person who worked there for 15 years.
And I was accepted by the public interesting enough
we had one director who I knew, I had known her
husband for year, this guy Terry Conley was a
legislature the first legislature to put the gay rights
bill forward in the congress and I used to go up to
the state house with him. And you know speak
about my feelings as a bisexual person. This was
long before I had the ah-hah moment with jean
Vermette and realized that I wasn’t just, just a
bisexual person, that I was a special part of the
GLBT. But being when that moment hit it didn’t
kind of, pose; it was a lot of work- let’s put this way
because you have to work with people. You can be
very patient with them, and the dysphoria I think
really exists more in the society than it does in the
individual. It reifies itself in the individual because
they feel anxiety that they’re not going to be
accepted for who they are. But I think the real
problem is the society changing its attitude so… my
parents always had gay friends incidentally so I
grew up knowing that there were gay people
around- lesbians, and bisexual, and gay men. And
that always made me feel that it was a natural thing
to have gender and sexuality differences in society.
And I’ve never not tried not befriended a person
because of their sexuality and gender differences. I
accept heterosexual people totally. Even if they…I
had a roommate that was homophobic for a good
year. And I understood why he was homophobic but

I was a good friend to him. And I think the ohness
comes onto the GLBT person to be strong enough
to educate the rest of the community. I think that
we’re good thing that’s one of the reasons I don’t
try to be stealth as a transgendered person because I
think it’s good for men to see a man identifying as a
female in some capacity. But I also like using the
men’s room in the Y. I talk about men things with
them you know, a good deal of the time. I’m not
talking about my transgender experiences unless I
feel their open to it.
Emily: Do you use the male public bathrooms in
other areas beyond just your employment at the Y?
Antoinette: Yeah so once in a while I have to say to
somebody when I go into a male bathroom well I
stand up to pee. You know once you say that it
disarms them totally. So…and usually my voice
itself disarms them usually all I have to do is say
I’m transgendered because today people are not
they know what that word means or something,
some idea what that means. Expect for Donald
Trump. (Laughter).
Emily: So in a previous emails you stated you were,
you know, dressing in drag, um, with I believe his
name was Greg back in the 1980’s…yeah.
Antoinette: Greg was my first gay lover. My mom
accepted him totally. In fact I have a picture, a
portrait oh him in my living room and last time I
saw Greg was about the year that I graduated. He’d
gone traveling, he liked to… the idea… he actually
docked Chinas server or something, and traveled
around the United States. Well he had, his original
family…he was married to a Mexican American
woman and had 5 little girls, so you know, I never
got a lot of detail out of that. But it you know
explained some things to me right away I mean I’ve
never known a transsexual who was now
identifying as a totally gay person. So you know

identifying with people in society is to some extent
a choice. You know, I’ve known cross dressers who
stopped cross dressing because they didn’t want to
upset their wives. I’ve known cross dresser that
were dressing and they would go through any length
to keep crossdressing you know because it was so
important to them. So it’s a question of how
important something is to you and if you’re strong
enough to bare it. So…
Emily: So at what point, because you said you had
not had gender reassignment, at what point did it go
from just cross dressing to saying no I am a woman
this isn’t you know, just…
Antoinette: Well the first thing you have to do is get
into the medical end of it. And I read the standards
of care for the cross dresser which was offered for
the transgendered person which has been out fifty
years now. So the medical community, I went to the
medical community with two motives 1) to get
hormones which I really didn’t need a hell of a
whole lot because my female hormones had always
been high. I’ve known that because my hair grows
very slowly and, so anyways, the other was to
educate the medical profession. So actually I started
a transgender group I was one of the, myself and
my buddy Evan up in Maine Medical. So in other
words the professional people needed to get
educated regardless of what the…so the first thing I
did was to have them produce their card, their id
security card with female on them rather than just
male. So those kinds of things I am adamant about;
so how people professionally treat me. I don’t mind
if the person on the street wants to call me ‘him’
that doesn’t bother me at all.
Emily: So yes that was another thing I wanted to
bring up. Your pronoun preference, you don’t really
have any.

Antoinette: No I don’t. I mean I enjoy called
Antoinette. Most of my friends have forgotten that I
was Anthony.. been a long time. So, you know I’m
Antoinette. When I introduce myself I say
Antoinette or if I think they cannot handle it I say
Toni, t-o-n-i, you know Antoinette is you know, the
female version of Anthony, or Antoine, or
whatever. I’ve had people call me Antoine and that
doesn’t bother me, I don’t correct them. You know
if they can’t figure that out.
Emily: So if someone was to be referring to you and
say “he was here” you know, the “he/his” pronouns
don’t offend you?
Antoinette: I have a woman at church who
constantly refers to me as ‘he’. She’s a lesbian. She
should know better, but she doesn’t. It’s her little
failure, but I love her dearly.
Emily: So you know branching into other parts of
the LGBTQ community, does your more relaxed
take on especially like pronouns, or, um, you
identifying as still a man who lives as a woman,
does anyone in the LGBTQ community…
Antoinette: Question that?
Emily: So like, yeah is that challenged?
Antoinette: When I was leading the group I made it
clear that this was my personal decision and that
everyone in the group had to make up their own
mind what they were comfortable with. And I think
that’s the way it generally works. You know, how
do you want to present yourself and we had to all
three levels we had male to female transgendered,
cross dressers, and just questioning people, you
know that I’ve met a person that didn’t want to have
any gender you know. They wouldn’t shrug from
being called ‘it.’ They considered themselves
genderless. This was a young rabbinical student
who, I don’t know had anything to do with the fact

that he was in the patriarch studies. Sort of a
revolutionary thing to do.
Emily: Yeah sounds it, definitely.
Antoinette: Yeah I respected that.
Emily: So once you and jean kind fo had the talk
and she brought up the language of transsexual and
you started that group with her…
Antoinette: Right, well actually I didn’t start the
group I started attending the group…
Emily: Attending the group, yes.
Antoinette: She was the president of Transupport
and I had an interesting experience when I first
came out in public, two places actually. One was
when I was in seminary, it was one Halloweengood day for a male to dress as a female and go
on… a wonderful day. We served the soup kitchen a
lot up in Bangor. I had one guy really checking me
out. Then I got on the bus and went down to
Portland for a Halloween party. And I had this Porto
Rican woman with her two little four, five year olds
chattering away with me for hours you know what I
mean coming down the turnpike and everything. So
I felt completely accepted. And the other one was in
the civic center in august. There was an honorary
ceremony for our first president of Transupport. So
who had the toughest time actually because he came
out years before transgendered was really
understood by anybody except a few talk shows. So
anyways, I was campaigning- I’m a very poitical
person- I was campaigning for Tom Allen at the
time and he looked over at me, but he had only seen
me as a male, he hadn’t seen me dressed as female.
There were people there in that civic center that I
worked for twenty years that did not recognize me.
You know, wow! (Laughter) I sort of tapped them
on the shoulder and said, “yes can I help you” and I
said ‘I’m tony, you know, tony that works with

you.’ I had that experience when I was in New
York. When I left New York I was working for a
college and Brooklyn graduate school and I worked
at the registrars. And I cut my hair. I had nice, long,
really straight hair and didn’t start perming it until I
was in my fifties. I got like a GI cut, totally GI cut,
and I went up to the information desk and talked to
this woman I sat next to every day working right
she did not recognize me.
Emily: So when did you come out as transgender?
Antoinette: Well basically in my early fifties around
fifty two I decided to have my name changed which
was the first legal step so you go down to the
probate court and you have your…they ask you well
why do you want to have a female name and you
say because you’re transgender and you’re in
process, you’re going to have doctors prescribe
female hormones. That’s the first step and as I said
a lot of people, probably ninety five percent of
transsexuals don’t go through with surgery. So it’s a
high percentage of people. Now sometimes their
cool with knowing, with their friends knowing their
living as the opposite gender and they want to be
treated as the opposite gender and sometimes their
like me and really don’t give a shit. I’m just here
with people. I love all people; GLBT, straight, or
what.
Emily: So you had mentioned earlier when jean had
showed up to your place and you were getting all
done up that your son was there. How long did he
know you were dressing as a woman?
Antoinette: Well I came out to my children, both of
them at the same time. Both of them had been living
in the Cumberland Avenue with me and my mom so
that’s when it started happening. My mom died just
about the time I was getting serious. So she didn’t
have to deal with it. And it probably would have
like gone right over her head, you know. The fact

they dressed me in a dress as a little kid once you
know…they told me about that. So, you know, it
must have made an impression on me. And then of
course I worked in the Metropolitan museum where
there’s that famous Ponte twins French painting
with little boy and little girl, little twins. And the
only way you could tell who the boy is by his male
stance. He’s standing like the little alfontoroli. So I
was aware of gender way back in the days of when I
worked for the metropolitan museum. But you
know it was like auxiliary to human society, you
know, I believed that human society was multi
gendered and multi sexual. And believed that
since…I was a very precocious reader as a teenager.
So I knew about transsexuals but it never clicked on
me that I needed to do something about that. And
that I liked dressing in female clothing. But that
didn’t say to me ‘well maybe you want to live as a
woman all the time.’ I was so good at living as a
male why rock the boat?
Emily: And that was also during your time when
you were married to Emily your second wife,
correct?
Antoinette: Right.
Emily: Which you have the two children with. And
she never picked up on this?
Antoinette: Right, right. Oh no, no, no. she never
picked up that I was bisexual. Actually I think she
was less concern with me being transsexual than me
being bisexual. That almost blew me away. But we
weren’t living with each other. I used to go out to
gay bars. My daughter had the hardest time between
my two children accepting me. But she went to a
gay bar with me and looked around and saw other
transsexuals and crossdresser and say ‘oh, dads
where he ought to be.’ So…my son who would
introduce me as Antoinette my dad. You know he
didn’t even break a step. So…

Emily: Do you have any idea of why your son took
that easier than your daughter?
Antoinette: Well I think, um, I’m not sure. I would
have to say I think for girls a male image in their
life is a very important thing. One I’ve learned from
girls who’ve lost their fathers at a young age. And
that’s going into psychology of being male or being
female with both sexes. Um, obviously I had… I
tried to have similar to both my kids’ growing upin other words not to treat them as genderfied
subject…Tried to make them equal…Which is a
conscious thing. I think a male or a female has to
make a conscious effort that way. I mean girls are
really cute, you know, you’re tempted to treat little
girls like little princesses you know. And with boys
you know, little lord Fauntleroy. You attempt to
genderfy your kids. Which’s not bad, but I think
their own self-image makes them part of the modern
world should be ‘you’re no more valued that your
sister, and you’re as equal with your brother.” I
tried to do that with them that was a conscious
thing. In my 20s I knew I wanted a family because I
was taking care of kids from really abusive
families-I had three of them- had a horrible drug
addicted, alcoholic backgrounds with their family.
One was a heroin addict…two of them were heroin
addicts…and one was a child of a…his father was a
drunk, had fallen down the stairs, killed himself.
You know, and the mother didn’t want to be a
mother so he was being brought up by his
grandfather. His grandfathers both took an interest
in him. And he was a lovely little kid, but he was
way back in his school work. So he lived with me
for a while. I couched him in basic things- reading
and arithmetic, basic stuff.
Emily: Kind of gave you baby fever? (Laughter).
Antoinette: Well what it did was show me that I had
it in me to care for another human being. Although
two out of the three I got paid. Small, you know

food to keep them in decent care. The third one was
a kid that had been arrested that had been a drug
dealer, heroin addict, and thrown into Ryker’s
Island…and kicked his habit on Ryker’s Island.
And I met him on the street when he sold me bad
drugs. (Laughter). It didn’t stop me from making
friends with him. So I befriended Jimmy. He came
from a really unusual middle class family. His
mother was the president of Avon. His father was
an air force…alcoholic air force pilot. And he had
burned down the family house in Canada three
times. So he had some serious problems. But he was
a delightful personality. He was very compassionate
with people, um, you couldn’t imitate somebody
who was paraplegic or something, you couldn’t do
something improper politically incorrect with him.
He would correct you.
Emily: So you were taking care of these children
after you and your first wife Helga separated?
Antoinette: Yeah, yeah. Well my first marriage sort
of broke up when I was almost….I had just gotten
out of the service. I had my first job when I got out
with the radio city music hall. I was really slim and
looked great in tight pants and so forth. And I
worked there before I went into the service. I
worked there as a Radio City Music Hall attendant.
So when I get out I said ill make it easy on you so
I’ll go back to work at Radio City which I did for a
few months. Then I got my first real job as a
draftsman. They trained me as a draftsman for a
conveyer belt manufacturer out on Long Island city.
That lasted four months. That satisfied his needs.
He had a shop foreman that had the whole product
in his head. The shop foreman dropped dead he
would have gone out of business. So I went in and
drew up his product in four months. I said “Mr.
Curry”…he was a difficult man really difficult man.
His son agreed with me too, his son was a…we
used to have martinis for lunch and swear about

dad. I said ‘Mr. Curry I’m having psychotic dreams
about you! I’m poking your eyes out in my dreams.’
He said have him call him Mr. Son-of—bitch, but I
got my greatest recommendation for my next job
from him. He was totally thrilled with the fact I had
done what I came there to do which was to save his
business. He admired my candor in telling him that
I needed to go. Anyways, that’s the kind of person I
am. If it’s important I’ll say it. So…
Emily: That’s good
Antoinette: No sense in keeping relationship going
when they’re harming one or both of you.
Emily: So speaking of relationships, um, you met
your second wife Emily and that’s when you
wanted to have children?
Antoinette: Yup. And I actually met her in politics
campaigning for Nelson Rockwell- a lifelong
democrat- when I wanted to stop Richard Nixon. So
one primary year, 1972, was the year…the year that
our, um, senator musky ran for VP on the ticket
with Hubert Humphry. Big mistake, the democrats
should have made Humphry the front runner, and
Hubert Humphry should have bit his pride and run
for VP again. But the democrats are traditional, and
they totally mess up the way they did with the
Trump and Clinton thing. They should have made
Bernie sanders on the ticket and that would have
won the election for them. But that had been pulling
so I volunteered first and then I got paid jobs in
politics. So I was doing a paid job. The democratic
campaign was where I worked out of a hotel that no
longer existed in New York now is the Baltimore
right next to grand central station. And that’s been
torn down. But we ran a boutique there for both
democrats and republicans. so the democrats got the
first job, so I worked for them a paid job that I got
through New York. Yeah My dad brought me up
feeling comfortable around…I even worked as an

advanced man in that Hubert Humphry camping so
that I was checked out with the secret service. I was
out of the service and I had a good record. So I was
okay with them…even though I had leftist leanings.
In my barracks school I had pictures of Castro on
the wall that I had drawn, right, so the commander
would come in for the inspection. They wouldn’t
bother looking at the room they were looking at my
pictures. Yeah….so politics has always been…and
that’s where I met my second wife. She came in the
boutique, the Rockefeller boutique. I started to
realize I was at that age when I better male up my
mind. I was also, also another element was I
converted to Catholicism which is really amazing
cause my best friend during my mid-twenties was a
Unitarian, so…here I am…and that might have had
something to do with JFK being killed. But my
family was catholic on my father’s side. And my
mom’s mother was Episcopal, so those…the
religious thing has always been a thread in my
consciousness, in my psyche. When I got out of
Bangor seminary, it took me four years to decide to
go to Bangor seminary after I graduated from USM.
I wish I had done it right away but, unfortunately I
move slowly. You know….religion and politics are
two very important things in life. A lot of people
don’t talk about them because they make you
uncomfortable. There’s a lot of imperfection in
religion and politics. And how I could of converted
my friends could never understand (laughter). And
when I got to Bangor seminary right, I identified as
a Roman Catholic still. So here I am at a UU, not a
UU, um, a united church of Christ seminary. We did
have a nun that was teaching Old Testimate in there.
But, I ever let demonication…when I converted to
Catholicism I considered myself a roaming
Catholic, not a Roman Catholic. And I love this
pope that they have in there now…having a more
hard time with the conservative in the Catholic

Church. But he’s the first American pope, so you
would expect something different out of that.
Emily: Absolutely. Have you…has living as a
transgendered female enhanced or even just affected
your faith in any way?
Antoinette: Well I had to deal originally with the
you know Leviticus, but I saw…at one point in my
twenties I made it, because I always had Jewish
friends, I made a road into studying with rabis. So I
was considering becoming a rabbi. Now that would
have been interesting. But the conservative
movement…they’re accepting females as rabbinical
students for a long time now. I saw famous pictures,
motion pictures about female rabbis. But no, my
religion and my gender, um, I mean I saw Jesus
probably as a bisexual. Um, and I think his clear
love of women in the NT you know suggests that he
saw the patriarchy as a problem in his day and that,
and his philosophy was a philosophy of equality and
sharing, and, um, the church had a long hard
struggle to accept…it really did, it was really I
mean…the pagan world was just as sex as anything
could be. So when roman 3000 and 326 when the
Roman Empire accepted Christianity, there were
still a lot of problem with woman, even though their
sexual rights of the pagans, sort of overcame some
of that. So I really think that religion has had a long
hard struggle to see woman as equal and sometimes
superior to men in lots of areas…so…and being that
the female function is biologically speaking to carry
the next generation in our bodies, that’s a huge
thing. How many men would want to go through
with having a child-getting pregnant and having a
child?
Emily: Do you find as a female now you’re treated
as an inferior sex?
Antoinette: Well that’s a good question. I’ve had
woman friends of mine say “why would you want

to be a woman?” so I know it’s a mystery to people.
And I treat it…it is a mystery that human beings can
share so much of what we share, um, and I think it’s
just the way god made us. We’re here to struggle
with our sexuality and our gender, and creating a
world that’s at peace with nature…all these things
are tied to becoming something more than we are.
So…if I find people critical of it it’s that their not
looking beyond the confines of society. So I’m very
liberal with people. I cut people a lot of slack. As I
said I’d even take a roommate that’s homophobic.
And I think with that kind of an attitude you’re
really saying to the world that you’re trying to help
the world grow and move forward.
Emily: Slowly. So are you trying to help the world
move forward as you say through, um, your church,
and can we talk about circle of hope as well.
Antoinette: Yeah. Well circle of hope served a
purpose during a time. It was started by a gay man,
an Evangelical, in the south…Baptist Evangelical.
And it moved to the gay mecca of San Francisco
where it’s flourished and of all places it flourished
in Texas. It has the hugest 7000 memeber church in
Texas. They got so successful that they want the
odd denominational…they just broke relations with
the metropolitan community church…which we
were not when we started out but we sort of leaned
that way because the fact that the student that was
going to seminary with me, I think his name was
Shawn Philips, was not into us joining the
metropolitan community church. And we did all of
this in Emanuel Baptist church, which is a liberal
Baptist movement. They sense joined to UCC. They
had a merger between two churches, two liberal
churches; the UCC. So the Minister, last minister
there, ordained us as UCC and a Baptist. Which is I
think a healthy move. I like the idea of people not
being no denomination. That’s why I identify as a
roaming Catholic. Cause like I look at Christians

really as being hypocritical in accepting other
Christians, so…
Emily: So circle of hope is non-denominational?
Antoinette: Yeah it’s non-denominational. It’s not
tied to any particular movement. The only thing you
can say about it is it accepts everybody.
Emily: Including member so f the LGBTQ
community?
Antoinette: Well it was basically started by a gay
man. I was in the…the second I attended the second
or third service…. First service was actually held in
somebody’s kitchen. Then they held it in the
Underground which is a gay bar that’s no longer in
existence. So, uh, yeah, it served a purpose at the
time when gay people where uncomfortable going
to straight churches. Kind of sort of invited by my
gay friends, ‘oh you know, come check out circle of
hope,’ which I did. People have asked me well
don’t you want to pastor something a little more
than twenty five people. And that was the height of
our membership. And I said well I don’t think that’s
important. Big churches don’t necessarily
replace…and I had worshiped in Unitarian
churches, and universal churches when I came to
Maine with my Jewish wife. But we never made a
big deal in our family of the kids have got to be
brought up as Christian or Jewish…exposed to it,
yes. Like my daughter kind of leaned toward
Christianity. And my son, sort of new age, soupy
religions. And I encourage him in his pursuit. I do
not criticize him because he’s not following Jesus.
Because I don’t believe that’s the way God works in
our lives. God works by kind of leading us to be
good human beings. Whatever religion or no
religion; there are plenty of good agnostics and
atheists in the world. So being spiritual is not a path
to…to be adamant about. I think we’re spiritual in
different ways. And adding women who are

naturally spiritual because they care for children
and they do the work a lot of men find too difficult.
They’re not strong enough. I admire my son for
being a house husband- staying at home…and he’s
a bread winner also. He’s got a Master’s degree the
same way his wife does, both biologists. But they
share the child rearing 100% and that’s a good
example for their little boys. Bring up different
generation of males to see it’s not about males
having something females don’t have, and their
equal.
Emily: So your son is very comfortable with your
identity. Is his wife?
Antoinette: His wife, his wife is yes. I was accepted
into the family right sway…
Emily: Excellent.
Antoinette: I met the mother and so forth. As I said
I don’t put an air of anything unusual…um…Ithaca
is right in the heart of Iroquois country. And the
Iroquois are sort of a gender acceptance thing. A lot
of native….I’ve studied while I was at
USM…studies Native American history pretty
significantly. And the Iroquois federation was one
of the more important in America…influence our
democracy in being a federation rather than a
parliamentary system. And the attitude of Native
Americans is so what. They have female worriers,
and they’ve had female chiefs, and, uh…so gender
is a fluid thing in native peoples. And I think that’s
because it’s a natural thing I mean your
abilities….shamanistic abilities can either be male
or female. So anyway, I think people are connected
to the earth and the stance that gender is
a…everybody has to work on the farm, so you
know. And when you’re living in nature you all
work together or you perish. So…city folks have
the hardest life. Everything’s packaged in
plastic…super market. So…that was one of the high

moments when coming to Maine- having my own
garden.
Emily: Yeah? Coming from New York?
Antoinette: We were into the coop movement down
there. We’re both vegetarians and we wanted to
bring our children up with the best possible chance.
And they did. I began a baker, and the greatest
bread you can image. So my kids went to daycare
with real bread. They first came back home with
the white bread all waded up in their pockets, had to
check their pockets before putting the pants in the
washer (laughter).
Emily: So we’ve got about fifteen min left, and
you’ve already touched on a little bit of your
political history, but you’re also very active now
with community engagements and stuff like that…
Antoinette: Well right now I have a project I don’t
know how far it’ll go but the YM is considering…I
did…2016…I did a Y national promotional. I was
asked by our pool director who’s a lesbian. I didn’t
realize I was the only one asked at the Y to do this
promotional. I thought, you know, they were gunna
ask two or three people or so forth. But she
recognized I was kind of a Y Family person. My
kids had grown up learning how to swim at the YW,
at the YM rather, even though I worked at the YW
for seventeen years overnight. So anyway it went
very well…I didn’t know what was going to get
produced out of it because one of the staff had
written up all of these questions and they come up
pool side and talk to me you know, interview me,
and I would be honest with them you know about
who I was and how I related to using the Y. So what
I’m going to do…I’ve been in lots of productions at
CTM5, community television network. I’m gunna
try to get a panel of both consumers and staff to go
in and talk about working at the Y and using the Y
and how important it is in their lives. So,..and I

asked the kind of contribution I could make. I don’t
know a lot of rich people to make donations,
donations to the Y. but it, it, they look for cooperate
donations and when they see something that really
confirms what we know is the Y really saves the
day for a lot of mothers with children, newcomers
are using the Y that are working there. A couple of
women that work at the front desk are bilingual in 5
languages so they talk to all these new comers you
know from all these different countries that come to
Maine. So it’s a, it’s a total experience of a
acceptance in the Y. so it’s my kind of place. It’s a
multicultural haven.
Emily: Can you also tell me about SAGE Maine,
and…
Antoinette: Well Sage…I got invited to less than a
year ago. A lot of people that I know because we’re
all getting older. So, um, it’s actually supported
through the elders care in Maine. I can’t remember
the official organization, but we have to sign a form
and we come in there saying were part of the elders
care. So it’s a place where GLBT people can go and
bring their friends. Even people under fifty with a
couple bucks more for the dinner. But you know
where they can talk and share things…we now have
a GLBT center on Congress Street. That’s
something new…a little over a year now, which is
good. And we do movies in there; we did a whole
series of really good movies. I haven’t gone to all of
them because a lot of them…I’m a movie collector
so I’ve got as many transgender movies as I can get
my hands on cause I’m interested in that. Some
unlikely ones like, um, the Crying Game which was
an interesting one about a London transgendered
woman who…it’s an interesting actress. A gay male
plays a woman…I don’t know how she identifies
but she’s beautiful. She was used in advertising
woman’s clothes so she’s slim and gorgeous
looking you know. And she’s played in 2 movies

that I really like. She played a pharaoh which was
really amazing in a Canadian sci-fi series. And
she’s awesome at that. And then she played this
transgendered woman hair stylist who meets a
member of the Irish republicans. And he falls in
love with her, and tis just amazing you know. I
mean the mixes of the…she’s black also, so she
always…oh yeah my homophobic friend saw this
movie five times. That’s what led me, led me to
really love the film cause it was teaching him
something. He just kept going back and going back,
you know. It’s something that grabbed…and it’s not
really a transgender film it’s a film about two
human beings. Her original boyfriend…British
soldier who gets killed by the IRA…then the guy
who’s responsible for his death…so as a favor he
told the soldier he would look her up, the soldier
knew he was gunna get killed. So it’s a really
wonderful movie period. Whether there’s
transgender element in it, but its two men, one of a
warrior…well both of them worriers, right…and
waring with each other, that share one woman.
Emily: Hmm, interesting.
Antoinette: Yup
Emily: So as you age do you have any fears being
part of the LGBTQ community?
Antoinette: No, absolutely not. I think it’s made me
a stronger human being.
Emily: Yeah.
Antoinette: And I think it helps to develop
compassion in our society that have differences and
so forth…and we see the result of it with…we had
our first black transgender person accepted in state
elections. And India has a trans person. There’s a
castrody group there. Their males most of them that
have been castrated made into sexual service
people. So they castrate them at a young age. Well

the Catholic Church did it to sing high notes in the
choir. I can remember the day when I sang in
choirs, church choirs, the day that my voice
changed. That was kind of a defining moment. All
the sudden you’re singing lower. I think being
transgender…it’s probably the most positive thing
that’s happened in my life. The fact I put it off so
ling says something about how conservative I am.
But I put it off until I was in my fifties. My kids
were basically grown up. So…and I don’t think it
effected my relationship with either of them
negatively. As I say my son never broke his step,
you know. He just totally accepted dad.
Emily: That’s awesome.
Antoinette: And the fact that he accepted me,
Violet, his wife, totally accepted me. I mean I was
accepted whereas Emily- Elky now, was not cause
she is very difficult with families. She’s probably
had a bad history with family. Her father died and
mother had a hard time raising one…actually 2
kids. Her brother was autistic, died at nineteen in a
hospital. Really horrible story cause at that time
they jst put people who were autistic away and let
them rot. So this was one of those.
Emily: Do you still keep in contact with Emily?
Antoinette: I would love to. I’ve made notes with
Josh and said you know please tell Elky to call me
you know.
Emily: And who’s Josh?
Antoinette: That’s my son.
Emily: Okay.
Antoinette: Yeah. When our daughter died I tried to
console Emily. Say well you had two children, now
you can lavish all the attention you gave to
Jessica….it’s a hard time for a woman to lose her

daughter. So probably more than most husbands
would. Because woman do identify with each other
it’s a natural thing. I felt my relationship with my
daughter wasn’t as full as ide liked it to be. But I
knew that society being what it is…mothers and
daughters bond. So I’m different so…being male to
begin with…and sometimes that’s overlooked if a
male is identifying as a female its easy, its easy not
to see it. There are plenty of people who haven’t
gone through with any process. There are males that
are very soft and feminine and caring, you know.
Most of the time they just don’t affect the society
around them. It’s the boisterous males that make a
lot of this noise and so forth. Except with a few
exceptions. Who was the fellow who was the
athlete…the decathlon athlete?
Emily: Bruce Jenner who’s now Caitlin.
Antoinette: Yeah, who is Caitlin. He was in, you
know, a public way. There’s another one who sort
of effected…Christin Currant who works for the
pentagon as a riffle specialist as a transgender
person right as she was getting out of the Navy
Seals. She has a movie out- amazing. She
looks…her and her sister go out riffle shooting and
you can’t tell the difference between them. If
somebody had put you up and said well one of them
was a male and one of them was…you know they
look like two sisters out on the shooting range. And
she had an amazing story of…and I think she was
one of the big reasons the pentagon is accepting
transgendered people because they realize one of
their fiercest warriors could do it. And I’ve known
people who were in the Vietnam War who came out
on the front, you know, they realized they had to
write that significant letter to their girlfriend saying
that ‘I’m really a female.’ And that’s a hard moment
in order to do that.
Emily: So you weren’t with anybody like in a
relationship when you came out?

Antoinette: Well when I came out in my fifties I
was living by myself and actually I explored my
bisexuality for a period. I dressed, but identified as
a bisexual. I knew men enjoyed a partner who was
cool being feminine. So…I had a whole series in the
70s and early 80s with dates with men. So…and I
was cool with it. I did…I was lucky because I didn’t
take a lot of precautions in those days.
Emily: Yeah.
Antoinette: And you know HUV was around, so I
knew plenty of gay men who were coming down
with the HIV so…
Emily: Did that scare you when you were exploring
your sexuality?
Antoinette: Yeah I think during that period when
the HIV first hit I think it as a scary period for
everybody.
Emily: Absolutely.
Antoinette: I did involve myself with the quilts as
much as I could. I traveled in 2006 with my girl
friend Victoria. We went to five different cities.
That’s when I first, got my first experience with a
gay bar in New York…went to Lips, a woman’s
bar. They had a whole contingent of college
students doing a drag show. I mean they were
putting on a drag show. I remember having this
altercation with a lesbian woman who’s one of the
owners I guess, and she’s trying to tell me that I
wasn’t really transgendered. She wasn’t accepting
of me as transgendered. And I couldn’t really
understand that because I don’t hide my maleness.
During my karaoke years I had a wonderful time
switching from male to female song; trying to raise
the level of my voice for a female song. I did blues
music where most women are usually
pretty….except for Aretha franklin. I had a song of
hers I can’t remember the name of it now which is

my opening song. But I made it my own totally.
And I sing BB king, I love BB king. And all the old
blues singers. I used to just belt out all these male
throaty sounds during my blues singing. People
loved it even though I was wearing a dress. It was a
straight bar. I used to start out with ACDC we get
big balls (laughter). I don’t know if you’ve heard
that one…
Emily: I think so.
Antoinette: It’s all innuendo which is funny in a gay
bar, but absolutely when a man doing it in a straight
bar. And they wanted more (laughter). And I
absolutely sounded like the lead singer in its so
maybe I could pass it as the lead singer, which is
rare I didn’t usually try to imitate singers. It was
just Antoinette singing the blues.
Emily: Do you still participate in those activities?
Antoinette: Well the karaoke era was sort of an era.
I have a few friends that do karaoke but I don’t have
a car so I can’t get out to places like the elks club,
places like that. It’s sort of an era…it helped me
with my transgender movement being in the center
with people and mingling and so forth. And I didn’t
hesitate from walking into straight bars and singing.
Which I’m sure…I had one guy challenge me. He
and his wife were in this bar, he was drunker
than…it was right in Portland here down on Silver
Street. And they had a flood in the bathroom…and
they had a bouncer in there and I bonded with the
bouncer and said, ‘this guy’s trying to take me out
and fight with me.’ I said, ‘ill wipe the earth up with
him, he’ll be in the hospital,’ you know. Because
I’m pretty physical and built and still remember my
years of street fighting. So I told him face to face I
don’t want to take you know I said I don’t want you
to have your ego destroyed… a guy in a dress
beating me up (laughter). That’s been my attitude to
males that you know might want to denigrate me

because I’m a guy who wears a dress. I say, ‘you
don’t want to be beat up by a guy in a dress.’
(laughter) Would you?
Emily: So do you still identify as a man in some
ways?
Antoinette: Obviously using the bathroom in the Y.
and I get into…I have such a good bond with men
that why stop? I have had a couple of passes at me.
Yeah, well this is not the time or the place. So you
know anybody that identifies as female is liable to
have some sexual approach in your life.
So…because women are identified as sexual
objects…And I try to be equal in my friendships
with men and women. So I have good conversations
with male lifeguards and female lifeguards. So I try
to encourage both of them be the best possible
people…we get some incredible lifeguards in there.
These young people are just amazing…and their
working for less money than they could make
elsewhere. So...going to school most of them.
Emily: I know how that is.
Antoinette: Yup. Working three jobs for our
mothers.
Emily: Well we are passed the one and a half mark.
Antoinette: Yup.
Emily: Do you have anything you want to you
know end on particularly?
Antoinette: Well no, but watch for CTN 5
promotional for the Y. I still have to get Paul
Camron on the ball. I passed it up to him but he
doesn’t really know me. He doesn’t know what I’m
talking about. But I have YouTube...I did a lot of
panel work for CTN 5…Never produced my own
show so I have to go up there and take their forty
five dollar course to be a producer. And say I’m

working with the YM and I want to do a show. You
know mixing it up between users and staff. And It
will be an interesting show.
Emily: I hope so.
Antoinette: Yeah it will I garentee it.
Emily: Well thank you Antoinette…
Antoinette: Thank you.
Emily: For this interview and I’m gunna pause it
now.
Antoinette: Okay.

